LEG 8 MONACO TO MARSEILLES- ILSE DEU FRIOUL
1. CAP D’AIL AUGUST 2-5
We arrived too early at Cap D’Ail from Corsica so we slowed down and got everything ready
while waiting for the office to open. With all the stories we had heard of how expensive and how
crowded it was in Monaco we expected to be turned away. To our delight after the long night
crossing we were given a big welcome! Plus the price was cheap! Better yet, we are docked right
beside Monaca, the Marriott with its helpful staff, the bus stops, groceries, a short walk to all
services and …The Casino Royal!

Our excellent location in Monaco right
beside the Marriott

The sunsets over the French coast. Seemed
we had only 20 miles to go but in reality it
was fifty miles.

Figure 3 Sunrise over Monaca

We had fun watching impossibly long mega
yachts squeezing into and out of the
harbor.

View of Monaco from Manca. We were
tucked in just far away enough from the
bustling heliport at the end of the dock
where there was a constant arrival of the
very rich and famous.

Casino Royal Arriving at 7.30 was an
important part of the strategy.

Rear Mirror view of Casino Royal

Our Bentley awaits our pleasure outside Casino Royal. Note the teak
deck. Just like Manca!

The Roller had logos in the hub caps that remained vetrical.

One of the highlights of our play in Monaco was to be able to stagger up the stairs to the Casino
Royal, wander around the tables have a martinis at the bar and then to our surprise we are seated
on the restaurant balcony enjoying a wonderful view of the sea, a delicious lamb dinner while about
five waiters scurried around bringing wine and all the trimmings. Even more amazing: it all came at a
very modest price. Great hospitality! The trick to getting a table was to arrive very early before the
tiaras. What a change since I was last here hitchhiking through Monaco in the `1960’s! At that time
the police came by and ordered me to leave town!

Outside the Casino Royal at the Cafe De
Paris we enjoy great music and a long slow
drink. Later a feeding frenzy of ice cream at
Hagen Daas

Docked in Monaco Skipper and crew spoilt
with great breakfasts and lunches on
Manca!

We were also a stone throw from the beach so the crew was able to enjoy the swimming and
amazing service at the beach bar. The crew also enjoyed visits to the nearby Nice easily reached by
bus and later on the Monaco aquarium.

The sail to Nice
It is a short hop from Monaco to Nice. Again we did not expect to find room but as we
approached we were given a great welcome asked to wait near Accuiel (reception area) while a
space was allocated. Next followed about 20 minutes of very difficult maneuvering in a small
space across from the massive ferries. One of these beasts had side thrusters on full power
holding it to the dock while loading. The turbulence created rivers and eddies that made it
almost impossible to avoid collisions with passing small craft. However the wait was worth it as
we ended up with a primo location right in the centre of Nice and again right beside the bus
stops!
In Nice we enjoyed shopping, the beaches, a climb to the top of the historic Citadel, the Hop on
Off bus, the Matisse museum and the beautiful Monastery de Cimiez gardens. The crew also
took in the beach at Villefranche.

Our primo location right in the centre of
Nice. Manca bottom right.

It was hot in Nice in August so the swims
were a wonderful relief.

The French Riviera Nice

Nice constantly surprises

There are many influences on the
architecture in Nice.

Nice Vieux Port, the Citadel, and great
seafood across the street. Manca bottom
right! On the far left under the bluff is the
massive War 1 memorial set into the cliff.

Garibaldi is much remembered in Nice for his unification of Italy.

Garibaldi a hero of Nice and Italy: Two
Worlds

Museum of Modern Art Nice

Matisse Museum can be reached by the
Hop on Bus. Remember to Hop Off!

1914-1918 under the Citadel Nice

Matisse Honored with this beautiful home
for his works which is set in peaceful olive
grove.

Matisse Nice Museum. Many thanks to the
staff for a beautiful visit.

Matisse

Matisse

Olive groves surround the Matisse Museum
are a tribute to Matisse.

Church is attached to the Monastere de
Cimiez.

Beautiful Monastery gardens

Orange yellow and golds in the monastery.

Amazing deep reds in the Monastery de
Cimiez Garden, Nice.

After the Matisse museum a refreshing
afternoon swim on a Nice beach.

Klissaks seems to have captured the fun of Nice

The French enjoy all kinds of fun on the
water. They are the most enthusiastic
sailors and supporters of sailing in the
world.

Happy Hour on Manca. Reflections on the Nice harbor.

Leaving Nice for Cannes: showing the
citadel and the WW1 Memorial.

THE SAIL TO CANNES
The sail to Cannes included a number of highlights. The weather remained hot so we also
enjoyed the beaches as well as the city! Manca was placed right in front of the dock for super
yachts and behind the Casino and the Theatre for the Film Festival. Watching the mega yachts
squeeze into seemingly to small slots is a great sport. Drinks at the Carlton proved fun watching
the outfits and the shoes! From Cannes we also made side trips to The Man with the Iron Mask
in Fort Royal followed by a swim on St Marguerite Island. A short walk from Manca we found
cheap good eats at Café O’ Happy and The Beach Bar produced great lunches. We attempted to
get lunch at the famous Bacon resutrant in Antibes. However the menu started at 80 euros! We
gave it a pass and had a great lunch back in Antibes beside sparkling white beaches for about 20
euros.

Coasting to Cannes we sail by the massive
development and Marina Baie de Angers.
To get an idea of the size you can just see
some masts on the far right.

Antibes in the distance. We visit later by
bus from Cannes

Ille St-Honorat and Monastery.

St-Honorat Monastery extensive
accommodations.

Classic yacht sailing out of Cannes on our
approach.

Cannes: Classic yacht sails right to their
dock under spinnaker.

Great skills for two old geysers!

The mega yachts parked in Cannes. The
black one seems to be following us west
from Monaco!

Oodles of poodles and bums in Cannes. Is it
compulsory to wear jeans to walk the dog?

You have to hang out at The Carlton at Happy Hour to gawk at the rich
and famous. Now plentiful in the lobby the oil barons from the East. And
the shoes!

Port de Cannes provides very professional
staff and a very warm welcome. Manca
located right in front of the Mega
machines.

Mega yachts, Cannes Casino, Theatre, the
beaches and The Carelton.

Mural on the Citadel above Cannes. I have trouble enough with one furling
genoa. How did they manage so many sails?

Why is she smiling? Seems like a crown fit for a gull! On the citadel
overlooking Nice.

The 11th Century watch tower and Nice Citadel provided protection from
waves of pirates and invaders.

The Tyre Cat of Nice. Who let the cat out?

The Citadel Museum has a scary collection of artifacts.

Early 1800s trading yacht. Later we see a
restored example in Port du Toulon. It is
coming up below.

A fine collection of ancient stringed
instruments.

Declan would love to bash on these
amazing big drums

The bloke in front gives an idea of the size
of the ceramic drum.

Collection of rattles noise makers and
clackers

Details of ceramic drum. It is about 1.5 metres tall.

EXPLORING THE PRISON OF THE MAN WITH THE IRON MASK - FORT ROYAL
It is a short fast ferry ride to Ile St Margurite and Fort Royal from Cannes where we are told the
man of The Iron Mask was imprisoned. Before you enter the gates of the fort you are greeted
with this beautiful long bronze engraved cannon.

“The Stranger” siege cannon from 1715 Fort Royal.

What a beautifully decorated whopper!

The prison cell window of the Man of the
Iron Mask. It has four grilles. What
happened to the old trick of the file in the
birthday cake?

How much fun to bump into such romantic
historical myths or facts.

Recovered items from a shipwreck on Ille
St Margurite

Model of a Saracen Trading Vessel. I am
sure, if caught on a lee shore, they had no
chance to claw off and go to wind. I would
love to know how these ancient sailors
managed their ships.

Extensive buildings of Fort Royal now
provides a holiday camp for international
students. They enjoy their lunch in the
shade.

Model of amphora showing sardines stored in salt.

The Iron Mask may have been able to see across the water to Cannes.
He would have needed some good bolt cutters and a very long rope to
escape

WE PLANNED TO LEAVE CANNES THE NEXT DAY SO I ARRANGED A GREAT SEND OFF FOR THE CREW.
CANNES FIREWORKS! COMPLIMENTS OF PORTUGAL’S COMPETITION!
We had front row seats on the bow of Manca with the fireworks right over head and a glass of
wine to hand. Oh what fun! A great show!
Great patterns right in front our yacht!

The Portuguese should get big points for some spectacular
colors.

There were lots of OOhs and AAAghs from
the bow of Manca! Wow!

Super exciting show and free!

Multiple bursts

Exciting colors! Wow!

Good sailing tomorrow crew now off to
bed!

NEXT HOP SAIL TO ST TROPEZ
We knew you we had no hope of squeezing into St. Tropez. Prices astronomical and more than
half the mega yachts must anchor outside if they want to be part of the “scene” or be “seen”.
However our strategy worked. Nearby and a short cheap ferry ride away is the double marina
complex of Marina de Cogolin and Port Grimaund. We headed for Cogolon and were given once
again a professional welcome and mariner service with help docking on the end of a short finger
pier. Here it was just deep enough for Manca. Great staff shops and all services plus a small
purpose built skiff butts up to the dock and whisk you around the sprawling marina and to the St
Tropez ferry less than 15 minutes ride. It is very convenient and very affordable.

Some rugged red coast as we leave Cannes
for St Tropez

16TH AUGUST: SAIL TO ST TROPEZ (continued)
The highlights of St Tropez included great strategy in placing Manca in Port de Cogolin which is
right beside St Tropez but just a short, fun, ferry ride to St Tropez. Lunch in a pub upstairs
overlooking all the traffic and watching the rich and famous juggle their toys was a pleasant way
to while away the afternoon. On the ferry we met some Dutch sailors who directed us to a great
café for Moules and Fries. “Café Sporting” is not to be missed. In the heat of the afternoon we
walked around the Citadel walls, took in the views and visited a great new Maritime History

Museum which follows the centuries with a variety of media. The crew found an exquisite café
de Paris which, according to their account, was Michelin ***** service and food. Our mini cruise
around the Baie de Canebiers also roused romantic dreams of ancient times and modern movie
stars! A very special dinner at a fine Thai restaurant where shortly after we arrived a large group
of Russian mafia took over the rest of the small café then demanded everything at once after
the two body guards and the driver of the Rolls Royce had made sure they were safe! Their big
money commanded fast service our food slowly arrived later. Their antics kept us quite amused.

Red watchtower about halfway from
Cannes to St Tropez

Mega gas guzzler gets a buzz from an
inquisitive chopper with floats.

Carbon race yacht milks some progress
from a very light wind off St Tropez.

During our short ferry ride from Port
Cogolin no less than three idiots crossed in
front of us. When the ferry winds up it is
doing about 25 knots. Some of the busy
yachts in front of St Tropez seemed
arrogant, oblivious, dangerous and or
stupid.

The approach to St Tropez is exciting,
beautiful and very busy. The flag on the
ancient citadel can just be seen on the tree
line.

Inside the harbor I counted about 11 boats
failing to give way to the ferry. But so much
fun to see the chaos and the mega stink
potters strutting their fenders.

The buzz said that this was a "Ferrari boat". Says “F4” on the
sides, looks very fast.

This Oil Baron boat attracted a lot of
attention.

Guess oil makes a lot of green stuff. Think
the owners were from Oman.

This painting accurately depicts the ancient
walls and homes as they still stand today.
My apologies to the painter, whose name
eluded my snooping.

This beautiful Baie de Canebiers is
surrounded by mansions. My teenage idol
Brigitte Bardot lives just around the corner,
I am told.

After a hot climb around the citadel walls
we are rewarded with a superb view of St
Tropez and the Alps behind.

The fort had walls within walls. The low
profile and rounded roofs present little for
the cannons to fire at.

Great shopping in St Tropez. Prices seemed
reasonable. The shop owner shooed me
out after taking the photo! (Not a pun!)

A classic beauty anchored off Brigitte's
villa, La Madrague, in the Baie de
Canebeirs.

Sun set on St Tropez. Tomorrow we once again head west for Lavandou.

We enjoyed a memorable Thai meal on the
sea walk at sundown.

Early light on St Tropez as we head for
Lavandou.

Morning light on the Citadel walls.

The sunrise catches the pastel shades of St
Tropez.

LAVANDOU
The camera seems to have taken a rest in Lavandou. However we enjoyed great set menu and
an oyster feast with live jazz right beside our dock. We spotted a rowing boat which we were
sure was the one that had paddled across the Pacific and at Alantic. My mentor Captain Alan
McGil (Retired Not) would be intrigued with the motor bike rigged to the passerella ready for
launching. One of the crew also enjoyed a pretty wild ride on a Hobie cat. Lavandou is a great
location with great swimming beaches both sides of the marina.

Lavandou. This skipper has rigged his
motor bike on the back of his First 32. Nice
plan!

THE SAIL TO TOULON SUPRISES US WITH LARGE SEAS
A meltimi to the west in the Gulf du Lion has built up a large swell which piles up in the shallow
pass between the Porquerolles.

After weeks of quiet seas we encounter a
3-4 metre swells between the Porquerolles.

Waves smash the La Jeaunne Guarde Light.

SAIL TO TOULON
The highlights of the sail to Toulon included sighting many naval ships, commercial and sailing
traffic. We spotted a submarine lurking around the approach to Toulon, a massive aircraft
carrier, encountered 5 metre waves where a small yacht kept disappearing in the troughs, the
very large harbor dotted with watch towers and forts and lastly in the evening we found a bar
with 500ml beers for 2 Euros. Sailing into these harbors is the way to go as we are located, once
again, right in the centre of the city!

The beauty belies a very dangerous
headland a few miles east of Toulon.

This very fast, busy, tug headed across our
bow for Toulon at speed.

Spinnaker attacks submarine off Toulon.

Submarine has ferry ahead. We were on
high alert near Toulon - shipping from all
directions.

The Approach to Toulon

Part of French Navy in Toulon Docks

Mural on Hotel in Toulon. The men on top
floor are depicted making ropes.
Downstairs I am not sure what they are
making.

Bell on the Toulon Marine Museum.

We saw this classic rig in the painting in
Cannes Citadel Museum. How nice to see
the restoration.

The map shows much of our voyage along
the French Med coast. Not quite to
Marseilles yet.

I like this poster. It captures some of the
incredible fun we have enjoyed along the
Riviera.

Sunset over the multiple use Toulon
harbor. A massive naval transporter is in
the centre.

Reflections Toulon

21ST AUGUST - TO MARSEILLES/ ILSE DU FRIOUL. THE LAST HOP OF THE LEG 8

The early morning highlights the strata on
Cap Cepet, as we leave Toulon and turn
west to Marseilles.

Srata and Pirates?

Morning sun catches the strata.

The Pirate ship seemed to shadow our
moves all day.

Very rugged headland at Cap Sicie.

The last dangerous bluff on the way to
Marseilles on Ile Riou.

Slow moving racers along Ile Riou.

Our first glimpse of Marseilles

Classic yacht greets us at Ile de If.

Beautiful Ile du Frioul Harbour will keep us
safe during the soon to arrive Mistral
winds. The bonus is a wonderful view to
Marseilles

Sunset over Marseille at the end of Leg 8.

Full moonrise for the end of our sail from
Turkey to Marseilles. 2556 MILES DONE!

THE END OF LEG 8
This was an incredible voyage with wonderful crew and one of the most enjoyable cruises ever.
Very sorry to see the crew leave Manca. The log now shows 2556 miles sailed since leaving
Turkey in early April. The next few days were spent with clean-up laundry (in Marseilles) and
preparation for the coasting of the notorious Golfe du Lion! We had to explore Marseilles but
that has been included in Leg 9 notes.
Terry,
Sy Manca
Note I finally got Leg 8 finished at Barcelona September 9 2013. The delay was really an
indication of how much fun we were having.

